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About This Game

Sail to the farthest islands to save your sister and defeat pirates.

You and your sister had finally found a safe haven in a small fishing village. But more troubles came soon after that. The threat
of an unstoppable crew of pirates spread its shadow over the entire kingdom. Your beloved sister was kidnapped by the pirates
and taken far away to lands unknown. You have no choice but to embark on a journey to save her. You must be brave. You will

travel to the end of the world, helping people, fulfilling quests, learning valuable skills, and finding hundreds of useful items.

Explore a beautiful country and sail to far islands.

Help people and fulfill many interesting quests.

Learn skills such as fishing, hunting and gathering.

Find hundreds of useful hidden items.

Reach up to 48 achievements.
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RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR. Fairly unique platformer. You are a naked green alien with red hair and suction cups for hands.
Besides the basic jumping on enemies attack, you get bombs a both a weapon and utility to get through the level. The suction
cup hands allow the player to scale up walls which is absolutely necessary for some levels. I grew up with the first game, but
finally get to play the other two.. Maybe it's just me, but the flight controls on this are slow and very sluggish, took me 20
minutes to do a left turn from 270 to 215 degrees( seems to me a jet powered AC could do that turn in less time). Can someone
explain to me why it shold take 15 minutes for the landing gear to deploy on this AC?
  Graphics are great, but controls nned to be more responsive. 3 out of 5 stars. It's comparable to a tabletop board game in every
aspect. Not much, but quite playable. Surprisingly pleasant.

Fantastic visual and audio. Worth buying if only for the climate.. If you love retro styled games, and quirky humor, get Luke
Sidewalker!

In this game you make your way through the crowds to face a unique stage boss the end of every level.

With easy to obtain achievements and trading cards, it is worth picking this game up for less than a dollar.

Heck, get the Bros Bundle to get all their games!!. I love to sing on this game. and unlike websites for Karaoke it won't just
block my region one day.. This game is great! For a cheap price too. Tutorial could be better, but the music is good, the game
isn't laggy, and the models are fantastic. 10\/10
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omg that was incredible, I just spent hours starting m dream room and i have so much to do, sitting on my real life bed while at
my virtual computer desk was freaking mind blowing, this is the most special game for anyone excited about moving soon or
wanting a house or just wanting to redesign. I loooooooooove the feel of being in my vr room, seriosuly getting me really
excited abut the real life future. Also since I am a gun guy the scar and the safe was soooooooooooooo perfect thank you! I'm
even considering buying a scar so really man ty!

Dev, please also put in an FNX 45 or a Glock! Please! and put a vive in the game with controlles! lol

This game is well worth the small price!. Took me 27 minutes to complete the game.
A cute little match 3 game where as you puzzle, the drawing to the right will progress to become this anime girl.
I always found anything within the puzzle & match 3 genre to be relaxing, but this one had minor annoyances to me.

~ I can't slide the pieces, I have to click the one I want to move and click where I want it to go.
~ You can't pause. So you have to complete the puzzle or go to the main menu screen.
~ I turned off music in the main menu screen, but once I clicked "Play", it turned back on again. And since I couldn't pause and
click "settings" which most games would allow you to, I had to tab out and mute the game as a whole.
~ Little content, achievements came quite easy (which is a curse and a blessing).

To me, based off of all the puzzles I have done in the past, this gets a 5\/10.
I wouldn't buy it again if I had the option.
But it's nice to waste time or gain achievements.. This game is so much better than any other "video game" that I refuse to
identify other games as video games.

God bless America, and God bless Redneck Racers.. Didn't see that this game wasn't supported for Windows 10 until after I'd
installed and tried to play it. None of the videos would play, the sound is low even though I had it turned all the way up, and
some of the gameplay graphics were glitchy.
 Pity, it looked right up my alley.. Dumbbells and kettles are lighter than doughnuts.

Also, I got RSI in 30 minutes playing this game.

11\/10. No reason to miss this character.. I found the game to be different in a good way, yes i know wave shooters take a lot of
flak lately, but I have found the game to be a bit of fun.

The aiming mechanic, looking to aim at targets, I find refreshing, it has been about spot on for aiming. The Dodge feature is a
nice touch also.

There seems to have been definate work put into the game, runs well ,looks good, and its stable.

Some days one needs something that isn't a hyper reallistic shooter, dashing for cover and gunfire all around.
Instead, pelt elves, with snowballs,

I would recommend this game and a fun little shooter, especially for the price, i'd say its well worth it.
. It's funny, I'll give them that. However, the actual gameplay becomes boring and repetitive very quickly.. Overall a good game,
feels somewhat harder, than AoF2, due to absence of optional fights
Can't normally play it though, game simply never loads third battle in "Rise of The Necromancer" company and 13 battle in
"The tale of Sir Edward" company.
Also, game is quite overpriced for it's poor stability (at least on windows)
Better take it with a good discount so you won't be much dissapointed when game will refuse to start\/load. I would call this a
"Search & Click" game. Enjoyable at first, especially when you realize that you don't know what the said object even looks like
because it's the first time you have ever encountered it. Great diversion but lacking it really hooking me in for the finish.
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